. All the three mutants are too dynamic in nature for a consistent and reasonable state assignment. vbFRET 3 analysis failed to assign reasonable number of states to the smFRET data obtained from the three mutants, A) E10S23E32 (21 states), B) E10E23T32 (14 states) and C) S10E23E32 (10 states). Figure S3 . Presence of E23 mutation causes the peptide to explore fewer conformations as compared to the wide range of conformations explored by the native peptide. Standard deviation (SD) of each smFRET efficiency trajectory is calculated and histogrammed over all the molecules for the native (blue), E10E23E32 (dark green), E10S23E32 (light brown), E10E23T32 (purple) and S10E23E32 (dark brown). . The presence of all three mutations together renders a more defined secondary structure relative to the native peptide. A) CD spectra of E10S23E32 (red) under varying salt concentrations, compared with that of the Native and the E10E23E32 peptide under 1X condition. B) CD spectra of E10E23T32 (green) under varying salt concentrations, compared with that of the Native and the E10E23E32 peptide under 1X condition. C) CD spectra of S10E23E32 (blue) under varying salt concentrations, compared with that of the Native and the S8 E10E23E32 peptide under 1X condition. As compared to the native peptide, both E10E23T32 and S10E23E32 show somewhat similar CD signal, whereas E10S23E32 shows much weaker CD signal, indicating a weaker random-coiled structure in absence of mutation 23. Also, in order to achieve stable secondary structure presence of all three mutations are required as indicated by the stark difference between the strong CD signal of E10E23E32 and weak CD signals coming from the other three mutants. show representative raw (donor -blue; acceptor -red) and denoised (donor -cyan; acceptor -yellow) single molecule trajectories for the native, the E10E23E32, E10S23E32, E10E23T32 and S10E23E32 peptides respectively. F) -J) show corresponding FRET efficiency (observed -green; denoised -black) trajectories for the native, the E10E23E32, E10S23E32, E10E23T32 and S10E23E32 peptides respectively. The native and E10S23E32 peptides show well-distributed occurrences in both regions. The E10E23E32, E10E23T32 and S10E23E32 peptides predominantly explore smFRET efficiencies in the region A (1.00 -0.80).
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Statistics
Each smFRET trajectory was tested to pass the anti-correlation (between donor and acceptor intensity) check. Only the ones showing anticorrelated donor and acceptor intensity were included in all further analysis. Number of such molecules analyzed and presented in this article and the corresponding total acquisition times for all five peptides are presented in the table below. 
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